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Abstract: In this paper, a particular form of flywheel hybrid powertrain, namely, the Integrated
Kinetic Energy Recoup Drive (i-KERD) is fully explored and its applications for EVs, HEVs and
FCEVs in recent years to show the energy-savings and performance enhancement potential of
this innovative powertrain technology. It is shown that the i-KERD is a small highspeed flywheel
integrated into an e-CVT, or power-split hybrid drive. Under NEDC or WLTC, typically it can achieve
some 40% energy savings and >50% gain in 0–100 kph acceleration due to effective regenerative
braking mechanism of the integrated flywheel power system. In addition to its “peak-shaving”
capability, the highly-efficient, long-life flywheel power on-board, is able to keep the kinetic energy
of the vehicle fully recycled, rather than dissipated during braking. The i-KERD technology has
also been applied to urban railway transportation (i.e., underground railway) and off-road heavy
construction equipment, where regenerative braking plays a great role on energy efficiency.

Keywords: powertrain; flywheel; braking; hybrid; energy storage

1. Introduction

Flywheel hybrid powertrain, or flywheel power for short, is a new form of mechanical-
electrical hybrid powertrain system arising from the need to recover kinetic energy in road
vehicles and other mobile heavy machinery equipment by use of a high-speed flywheel
on-board and integrated into the powertrain system [1,2]. Unlike flywheel energy storage
systems (ESSs), the high speed flywheels here are for short-term storage of the kinetic
energy and a high level of braking power is desirable, thus making it possible to use small
and simple flywheels for widespread application in electric/hybrid vehicles and heavy
machinery equipment. By matching the power output characteristics of the on-board
flywheel power system with that of the vehicle/equipment, optimization of the on-board
powertrain is obtained, resulting in substantial reduction of the power ratings of the electric
drive systems and the amount of energy consumed on-board [3–12].

A surge of interest in this new and innovative powertrain technology, mainly in Europe,
peaked around 2010–2015, especially in motor racing and urban buses. In Europe, flywheel
power has been used successfully in the World Endurance Championship, including
Le Man. The technology has been recognized by more and more industry authority as
the mainstream hybrid powertrain technology of next-generation energy-saving vehicle
because of its excellent system efficiency, dynamic performance and cost-effectiveness.
It provides technical and economic feasibility for the popularization and wide-spread
application of energy-saving and new energy vehicles. Major European auto manufacturers
such as Audi, Porsche and Volvo have been rapidly following up on developing commercial
products and have stimulated R and D efforts of major Tier Ones such as GKN, Torotrak,
PunchPower, and auto engineering companies such as Ricardo [13–16].

In December 2011, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the United States made
public its full evaluation of the flywheel power technology. It indicated that flywheel
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power technology is particularly suitable for hybrid electric drive systems. Flywheel can
effectively assist hybrid drive systems to meet the high power demand of hybrid vehicle
during accelerating/braking [1]. In the process of regenerative braking, the power and
efficiency of a flywheel in absorbing kinetic energy can be far higher than that of a battery of
comparable size and cost. The most effective use of a flywheel power system is to provide
sufficient energy reserve while providing high power output, so as to fulfill the task of
auxiliary power for load-leveling, or “peak-shaving”. Therefore, flywheel power systems
can meet or exceed the performance objectives related to on-board powertrains (discharge
power, regeneration power, specific power, power density and weight and volume, etc.)
compared to battery and/or super capacitors, in more balanced and optimal way. However,
due to various reasons, this new technology has been largely overlooked in the US as well
as Japan in recent years.

In this paper, a particular form of flywheel power, namely, the Integrated Kinetic
Energy Re cup Drives (i-KERD) is fully explored and its applications for EVs, HEVs and
FCEVs by the authors’ team in recent years covered to show the performance enhancement
potential of this innovative powertrain technology [17–19]. It is shown that the i-KERD
is a small high-speed flywheel integrated into an e-CVT, or power-split drive. Under
NEDC or WLTC, it is able to achieve some 40% energy savings and >50% gain in 0–100
kph acceleration. These extraordinary performance gains have been proved for various
EV, HEV and FCEV applications in prototype vehicular testings, and test results from a
range-extended light truck will be presented and fully discussed in this paper.

2. Operating Principles of the i-KERD System
2.1. i-KERD Configuration and System Schematic

Recently, significant attention has been directed to the field of kinetic energy recovery
of new-energy vehicles as it means a great deal in enhancing the powertrain system
efficiency. It is known that the regenerative braking efficiency of the electric drive system on-
board is very low (usually in the lower teens of percentage) due to various practical reasons.
Among the many innovative new solutions, flywheel stands out as highly promising in
terms of energy efficiency and cost-effectiveness.

The flywheel power system combines flywheel ESS technology and advanced trans-
mission control technologies, such as CVT and electric continuously variable transmission
(e-CVT), to give full play to the distinct advantage of the compact, high-speed flywheel. A
flywheel power system stores energy in the flywheel in the form of mechanical energy, and
its power density can be much higher than that of the existing on-board power system using
battery. Unlike the well-known battery and supercap scheme of “peak-shaving”, it not only
effectively solves the problem of power limitation of the electric drive system on-board and
battery inefficiencies during acceleration/braking, but also directly couples the mechanical
output of the flywheel to the drivetrain. This unique advantage greatly improves the energy
efficiency of regenerative braking and, at the same time, the acceleration performance of
the vehicle as well, resulting in much improved cost-effectiveness and optimization of the
powertrain system. In addition to its “peak-shaving” capability, the highly-efficient, and
adequately-sized flywheel on-board is able to keep the kinetic energy of the vehicle fully
and effectively recycled, rather than dissipated during braking, while the main motor drive
needs only to provide power to overcome rolling and windage resistance of the vehicle,
which is usually only a fraction of the total peak power required by the vehicle.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the i-KERD consists of a gearbox with a planetary gear-
set, which connects a high-speed flywheel and an adjustable speed PM motor, a typical
embodiment of the e-CVT drive with the flywheel replacing a second motor. When charged
with kinetic energy, the flywheel will behave like a motor under active control of the PM
motor through the planetary gear-set. Motoring and regenerative torque is thus produced if:

ns + knr = (1 + k)nc (1)
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where

ns—sun speed;
nr—ring speed;
nc—carrier speed;
k—gear ratio of ring-to-sun (k > 1)
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Figure 1. 3-D model of the i-KERD assembly.

And the torques of each part of the planetary gear-set satisfies the following equation:

Ts

1
=

Tr

k
=

Tc

−(1 + k)
(2)

where

Ts—torque of sun wheel;
Tr—ring gear torque;
Tc—carrier torque.

Shown in Figure 2 is the system structure of the flywheel power system i-KERD, where
the flywheel and control motor are connected in parallel with the main driving device
(driving motor) of the vehicle through the planetary gear-set, which directly adds to the
torque of the driving motor at any speed, increasing total power for the vehicle.
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The main drive power and flywheel power can achieve better torque distribution
control and power-split in the power-plant, so as to achieve the balanced effect of energy-
savings and dynamic performance. In the process of vehicle deceleration, and the braking
energy is directly recovered and stored in the form of kinetic energy in the flywheel, which
is far more efficient and effective than the motor-battery energy recovery scheme affected
by chemical reaction of the battery at high charge–discharge rates. When the vehicle starts
and accelerates, it directly transfers power and energy to drive the wheels in the form
of output torque, which also reduces the power demand of the main drive motor. In the
process of acceleration and deceleration, the main drive power and flywheel power can
provide better torque distribution control and efficient use of flywheel kinetic energy, and
reduce the main drive (main motor) and battery power output, resulting in a more effective
energy recovery and optimized powertrain system.

2.2. Operation of the i-KERD during Vehicle Launch/Braking

Based on the operating principle of power-split of e-CVT, we can now analyze
the flywheel power system i-KERD in the process of starting/accelerating and brak-
ing/decelerating. While controlling the flywheel speed motor to act as a differential,
we dynamically adjusted the output torque of the flywheel according to the driver’s intent,
and controlled the combined torque on top of the output torque of the main motor at
different speeds until the flywheel speed is zero, when it is fixed at zero speed by one-way
clutch. At this time, the planetary gear is equivalent to a reducer, and the output torque of
the control motor is directly superimposed (in parallel) on the output torque of the main
motor through the speed ratio k.

When the vehicle starts, climbs and accelerates, the flywheel power system has high
power output with full energy stored, which can provide surging auxiliary power comple-
menting the main power from the battery source, meeting high power demand to accelerate
the inertia of the vehicle. This also ensures that the main power works at the optimal effi-
ciency point. Because a considerable part of the on-board power of the vehicle is realized by
the flywheel power system, the power ratings of the main power can be reduced, and the
energy consumption also lowered while maintaining the same dynamic performance. Note
also that unlike battery source limited by the discharge depth (thus life) of the chemical
battery, the energy in the flywheel can be completely released into the powertrain, realizing
unlimited regenerative braking/recycling of the vehicle kinetic energy, ideally.

When the vehicle idles, the flywheel gets power and energy from the battery system
through the flywheel motor to accelerate the flywheel to the preset speed to complete the
pre-charging and energy storage. When the vehicle accelerates, the flywheel decelerates to
release energy, which accelerates the vehicle together with the driving motor. When the
vehicle decelerates, the flywheel effectively recovers the braking energy and stores it in
the flywheel for the next vehicle acceleration. By reducing the input and output power
of the electric drive system from the battery and consequently the high rate charge and
discharge times of the battery, the i-KERD plays the role of peak-shaving and energy-saving
and optimize the battery life, especially in fuel-cell/extended-range system, and dynamic
response also is greatly reduced.

2.3. Dynamic Torque Characteristic of the i-KERD System

From the above analysis, we can now derive the output torque-speed curve of the
i-KERD, which is of great importance for vehicle dynamic performance analysis and
prediction. It is called “dynamic” torque characteristic for reasons mentioned below.

When the speed of the flywheel is not zero, we can regard the planetary gear connected
to the flywheel as a differential. On the premise of meeting the speed relationship of
Equation (1), we can directly add the torque of the flywheel motor to the output component.
In this way, the output characteristic curve of the flywheel powertrain at different flywheel
speeds can be obtained, as shown in Figure 3. It can be clearly seen that this set of
characteristic curves is actually the result of the translation of the original characteristic
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curve of the flywheel control motor to the high speed direction (i.e., the horizontal axis
direction). The enhancement or amplification of the output power and torque of the
flywheel power system i-KERD as controlled by the flywheel motor can then be determined
by the speed or energy state of the flywheel, so it is dynamic, which is the reason for being
called dynamic torque characteristic.
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3. Description of Various Applications of the i-KERD

In recent years, we have developed the control strategies and several engineering
prototypes of “electro-mechanical” flywheel power system (i-KERD), beside the range-
extended EV light truck to be fully described in Section 4. In each case, flywheel, control
motor and vehicle transmission system are connected through planetary gear in various
ways, as shown in the diagrams in Figures 4–6. The flywheel drive is connected with an
axle through an electric continuously variable (e-CVT) system composed of planetary gear
and a controlling motor for the flywheel, with a majority of power and energy transmitted
mainly mechanically. In general, the system still needs a main motor drive, but the power
ratings of the electric drive system can be reduced to a fraction of the total power and
energy of the system [18,19]. The system is suitable for all forms of new energy vehicles
(pure electric vehicles, hybrid vehicles, fuel cell vehicles), heavy construction machinery
and rail transit as well, as long as an electric drive exists.

From 2013 to 2017, we have completed the testing and verification of several models. In
2013, the electromechanical flywheel power system, as shown in Figure 6, was successfully
fitted to an electric light truck. In 2016, the flywheel power system as shown in Figure 5
was successfully installed in the pure electric K50 Sports Car model of the Great Wall
Huaguan Company, Beijing, China. In 2017, the system was added to the pure electric MPV
model-k01 of Guojin Automobile Co., Ltd. Zibo, China. In each case functional testing
on test-rig as well as field tests were completed, showing vehicle power performance and
energy-saving effect significantly improved as expected [2].
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4. Test Results and Analysis

Test results from a range-extended electric light truck (REEV) are presented here and
fully discussed in this section. The test vehicle and drive system parameters are shown in
Tables 1 and 2 below, and Figure 7 shows the system configuration of the test vehicle.

Table 1. Vehicular Parameters of the light truck prototype.

Dimensions (mm) Curb Weight (kg) Maximum Gross Weight (kg) Maximum Speed (km/h) Grade-Ability (%)

5150 × 1830 × 2250 2950 4495 90 20

Table 2. Comparison of Electric Drive System Configurations.

Electric Drive System Motor Power
(kw)

Maximum
Torque (N·m) 0–80 km/h (S) Maximum Speed

(km/h)
Grade-Ability

(%)

Pure Electric Drive
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5150 × 1830 × 2250 2950 4495 90 20 

Table 2. Comparison of Electric Drive System Configurations. 

Electric Drive System  
Motor Power 

(kw) 

Maximum Torque 

(N.m) 

0–80 km/h 

(S) 

Maximum Speed 

(km/h) 

Grade-Ability 

(%) 

Pure Electric 

Drive  

 

120 637 15.3 94 22 

i-KERD 

 

60 627 15.5 92 23 

 

Figure 7. System configuration of fuel cell/range-extended EV with i-KERD. Figure 7. System configuration of fuel cell/range-extended EV with i-KERD.

The functional test of the flywheel power system was carried out first on the dynamo-
meter test bench, as shown in Figure 8. A programmable load is used to simulate the
resistance of the vehicle, and the data of the starting/accelerating torque output of the
flywheel power system is collected. Under the same output torque required for accelerating,
the electric power of the drive system is found to be reduced by some 50%. Under braking
conditions, the flywheel participates in the recovery of braking energy, and the peak current
of the electric drive system is also reduced by 50%. It can be seen that without reducing
the vehicular dynamic performance, the electric power vehicle demand can be greatly
reduced through the use of the flywheel power system technology. It can help optimize the
power-plant of the new energy vehicles, especially hydrogen fuel-cell, range-extenders, etc.
by reducing the power requirements, as well as improving the ability of dynamic response.
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Figure 8. Dyne-test bench for the i-KERD system functional testing.

The flywheel power system was then tested on-board the pure electric light truck. The
power of the original electric drive motor is reduced from 120 kW to 60 kW, as shown in
Figure 9. When the vehicle starts and accelerates, the flywheel power system is coupled
with the drive motor in parallel as the auxiliary power, and the tested dynamic performance
is founded to be consistent with that of the original vehicle.
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The start/stop test of the prototype light truck was then repeated in a REEV system
set-up, with a 30 kW range-extender installed on board. Different capacities of Lithium
battery packs were also tested to find the most cost-effective combination with the range-
extender. This range-extender also served to represent a fuel-cell system on-board to prove
out the effectiveness of the i-KERD for use in FCEVps.

The recorded wave-forms of the REEV vehicle speed and flywheel speed during a
start-up process are compared with the gas pedal and brake pedal signals, as shown in
Figure 10. The vehicular launch period is expanded in Figure 11 for a clear view of the
dynamic interaction of the flywheel and vehicle speeds, as has been explained in Section 2.
It is clear that the vehicle speed follows the gas pedal signal, or the driver’s intent, very well.
The flywheel dispatches power (speeds down) in response to the gas pedal and absorbs
kinetic energy (speeds up) whenever the vehicle slows down or is braking. The recycling of
kinetic energy during regenerative braking mechanism is clearly shown in the figures. The
measured acceleration time matches consistently with that of the simulation in Table 2.
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5. Conclusions

This paper shows that through the application of the flywheel power system (i-KERD)
powertrain optimization and in particular, effective regenerative braking can be achieved.
And preliminary on-board testing and verification on a 4.5-ton range-extended electric light
truck has proved that the flywheel power system can be highly effective in “peak-shaving”.
It can greatly reduce the power and energy demand on the power system on-board during
rapid change of dynamics of a vehicle in a real-life driving cycle. In particular, the dynamic
characteristics of the range-extender/fuel-cell power system can be significantly improved
in the case of range-extended/fuel-cell EVs. The energy-storage of Lithium battery can
then be sized to maximize the dynamic response of the system, especially in cold-start.
Furthermore, the requirements of peak power and dynamic load-changing capability of the
range-extender/fuel-cell system can be greatly reduced, and the system cost-effectiveness
and life also greatly improved. In the final analysis, the application of flywheel power
system to efficiently recover braking energy can significantly improve the energy efficiency
and cost-effectiveness of EVs, REEVs and fuel-cell EVs.
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